I'm your go-to guy.
I carry all your tools. And keep you in the green. I'm always on the job. And hardly ever rest.

I live for work.

When your business relies on the growing season, every day is a push for profit. The GMC® classic Sierra® 3500 HD can take the heat. It offers a base payload capacity of up to 9,232 lbs and is available in three wheelbases. Plus, flat frame rails mounted close to the ground make for easier body installation.

Our choice of engines gives you power to burn. Both our standard 290 hp Vortec™ 7400 gas engine and available 6.5L turbo diesel with 195 hp keep your business moving forward. And our standard four-wheel antilock brakes help you maintain steering control even during adverse conditions.

The classic Sierra is relentless power and reliability at your command.

Bring me on the job.
Call GMC at 1-800-GMC-8782. Or visit www.gmcforwork.com.

Got my tools. Getting it done.
It won't be coming back. But $25 will.

Get $25 back when you purchase just $100 worth of SpectracidePRO:

And that's just the beginning. Because with programs and incentives from SpectracidePRO, you save all season long. We've created a complete line of pesticides, available only at your nearby Home Depot, that bring together the convenience professionals want with the effectiveness they need. So you can stock up on the way to a job and kill without fear of callbacks. So buy now. Pocket 25 bucks. And buy on the fly all season long.

Call toll-free 1-877-SPECPRO to learn more about year-long savings.
Offering a cultural bridge

Jennifer Thomas is an independent contractor just like many of you, except she’s probably a lot better looking. Okay, so I’m not being politically correct. Give me a break.

She just happens to be an attractive young lady with a warm, outgoing personality and some special skills that the landscape industry desperately needs right now — namely she communicates as easily in Spanish as she does in English, and she’s knowledgeable about Latino culture.

We met her about four years ago just after she started her business, known as Spanish Training Services, headquartered in Evanston, IL, which offers language and cross-cultural training services. She works almost exclusively with Green Industry operations — landscape companies, nurseries, golf courses and lawn care firms among others.

At the time of our first meeting, this seemed like an unusual career choice for such a bright, young person, and we probably didn’t do a good job of hiding our skepticism. After all, how much demand could there be for these types of services? Beyond that, we couldn’t imagine she could teach a U.S.-born field foreman enough Spanish or a Hispanic worker enough English to do much good on a customer’s landscape. Not in a one- or two-day training session, anyway.

After all, we took years of classroom Spanish and, as far as we can remember, never did learn the Spanish words for mower or shovel or — now that I think about it — not many other words, either. Besides being language impaired, we admit to having formed an opinion without appreciating the value of the services that Jennifer Thomas offers to lawn and landscape companies.

She is among a tiny group of specialized contractors that provides practical training on how to most effectively incorporate Spanish-speaking employees into U.S. Green Industry organizations. The goal is to provide company management and the laborers themselves simple language and cultural bridges to reduce misunderstandings and increase production efficiency.

Regardless of how you feel about the growing number of foreign-born, Spanish-speaking workers in the United States or, specifically, about the federal H2B program that allows them to work in our country seasonally, Hispanic workers have become the labor backbone of the Green Industry. And it looks like they’ll continue in that role for some time.

Ms. Thomas, and the few others like her, can help us make the best of that situation. You can reach her at: Spanish Training Services, 719 Emerson St., Evanston, IL 60201. 800/491-0391.

Contact Ron Hall at 440/891-2636 or e-mail at rhall@advanstar.com

Hispanic workers have become the labor backbone of the Green Industry. It looks like they’ll continue in that role.
The key to making continuing education successful is making its goal clear and always making it fun.

Education: We keep at it

Off season, in season, middle of the season. How do you keep up with the changing face of the industry? How do you keep your employees motivated, trained and feeling a part of the industry as a whole? One way is through continuing education. Continuing education helps bind people together. It is a chance for employees, managers and owners to be productive while breaking the course of a normal business day. In-house sessions or road trips help reinforce what employees already know and teach what is new.

We use continuing education through trade magazines like this one, company training programs and external seminars and programs taught by experts in a variety of fields. What do you do? Do you make it available to everyone in your organization? What about industry association alerts and updates? Are you sharing the latest information from your local vendor or what you learned about a promising new wall stone material to replace something you’ve always used?

Start small, think big
It doesn’t have to be a major project. In fact, continuing education starts at the small scale-level. It starts with making resources available — magazines left on conference tables for employees to browse while in the office, or copies of articles displayed for your employees to see. I read a lot of material, and much of it I wouldn’t necessarily introduce to my staff. However, when I see pertinent and timely information, I simply make copies for them. People respond well to that because it keeps them abreast of what is happening. They also know I think it is important for them to be included and up-to-date on information.

The key to successful continuing education is finding the type of resources that apply to your operation — from planting and designing to team management to customer service to accounting practices. If you listed all of your organization’s skills, you would be surprised at how many different tasks your organization engages in and how many people work in those areas. Make those areas focal points for increased training to maximize and improve your operations.

Work your organization
One of the important benefits of belonging to a professional organization is exposure to continuing education. Many Green Industry organizations have continuing education programs. Get on a mailing list to find out more about them.

Your customers and their businesses probably belong to different organizations, and some of their seminars may cover a particular subject that you want to learn. For instance, we searched for a training session on paperwork management. We wanted a resource that would help streamline an effective change to satisfy our objectives and manage the administration more effectively. I asked a customer in the telecommunications field, thinking that they might get different types of advertisements than those sent to us. Many of the seminars promoted to his company crossed subjects we found most useful. Not many Green Industry professionals were at those meetings, but maximizing profit, eliminating red tape and increasing employee efficiency certainly isn’t exclusive to our field.

Go to the shows
Trade shows are an excellent way to familiarize yourself
with new techniques, equipment and information. Often, trade shows have seminar speakers that lecture throughout the day. Local colleges and the Internet are excellent resources for finding out about relevant information and business seminars as well.

Finally, if you’ve been a long-time member of a particular organization, perhaps you have seen some of the same classes or programs offered through the years and have continued to frequent these programs. Or, because you’ve seen or attended them before, your interest has waned. Are you attending less often than before? If you have seen similar programs over the years, it indicates that they are some of the most popular, fun and instructive programs offered.

Don’t get stale
But why go if you’ve already gone?
Material varies from year to year, even for the same programs. What you may have heard three years ago may be different now. I have taken different employees in different years to the same seminar. I get to see some of the same faces that I haven’t seen in several years and keep track of how people are doing.

Your attendance at these functions allows everyone in the Green Industry to make friendships, renew contacts and share ideas. A program offered by the Michigan Nursery and Landscape Association last year was called “Distinguished Plants in the Landscape.” My staff appreciated learning about the new plants and it also let us speak to some growers about plants we’d like to see.

People who share ideas make the experiences you have at seminars fun and new.

People who share ideas make each experience new. There is always something to be gained by going to a program you’ve been to before or think you know everything about because you’ll always find a new approach, make a new contact and rethink something you’ve done one way for years.

The key to making continuing education work is making its goal clear and making it fun.
— The author is president of Natural Landscape Design and Maintenance, Inc., Keego Harbor, MI
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Answer to labor problem is not H2B but higher wages

Will there be a labor shortage in the 2000 growing season? According to the February 2000 edition of Landscape Management, the answer is yes. What's the solution? Well, according to your magazine and many landscape contractors, it's increase the number of H2B visas. This will insure a cheap labor pool.

Will there be a labor shortage in the year 2004 (the year today's high school seniors will graduate with their bachelor degrees in hand)? Undoubtedly, yes. What high school senior (or high school senior's parents) is going to invest four years and thousands of dollars to pursue a horticulture or aboriculture degree only to graduate to an entry level job in the Green Industry that starts at $8 to $10 per hour? The solution to the labor shortage in the Green Industry for the 21st century is two-fold. First of all, close up the cheap labor pipeline: issue less H2B visas and crack down on the illegal workers that most contractors snicker about, then look the other way. Second, treat landscape work as a skilled trade. Starting salaries for gardeners, landscapers and tree workers should begin in the $16 to $20 per hour range, the same range at which apprentice electricians or plumbers begin. Then, perhaps, young American students will consider landscaping as a career.

Of course, this is just a dream of mine. I've been involved in the Green Industry since 1980 and I've seen too many talented people leave for greener pastures. Cheap labor provides too good a profit to the contractors. Henry Ford said it best: "I pay my autoworkers enough money so they can buy my cars." Do contractors pay their employees enough so that they can purchase a home that will need landscape services? I think not.

Greed killed employee loyalty

Your article on employee loyalty ("Is Loyalty Dead?" page 7, March 2000) was interesting, especially in this age of rampant liberalism. As I have said for years, employee loyalty went down the tubes as greed and the quest for market dominance and power increased. What caused this was the influx of young, greedy MBAs who were put into management positions not knowing the business, people or the industry. Their focus on the bottom line and their own bonuses fueled their greed. This greed has ruined many great companies and marketing organizations in America today. When all decisions are solely based on raising stock prices, a company is bound to become ruined. Look around at the merger mania going on today as a few slick managers ruin the company but reap the rewards of kickbacks, parachutes and excessive bonuses while the employees suffer. When is enough going to be enough? How can the owners or stockholders expect any degree of loyalty when the employees are just mimicking the management?

I've seen many loyal people leave companies because they were not given their bonus or commissions. This makes employees mad, and they in turn don't care about the company. So often, owners forget who is making the company grow. The loyalty level increases with company stability and experienced people. Before there is a return of loyalty in the workplace, there needs to be the return of ethics to our society. We need more articles such as yours, and I hope many companies take heed in what you conveyed.

Robert Kerr
Technical Sales Representative
Cleary Chemical Corporation

Likes "Ask the Expert" column

We like to read your "Ask the Expert" column. It's really wonderful. Do you know the average number of leaves a mature tree drops? We'd like to get some kind of a figure, if you have one. Keep up the good work!

Doc & Katy Abraham
The Green Thumb
WHAM TV, Naples, NY
A chemical COMPANY is only as good As its CHEMISTRY...
And the Chemistry Is On

Between problem and solution there is innovation. And behind some of the most significant innovations in turf and ornamental have been the people of Bayer Corporation. More than any product, package or service, it's the people of Bayer Corporation that have made the greatest contributions to the turf and ornamental industry. Backed by the worldwide resources of Bayer AG, our market managers, our research and development people and our field representatives combine creative thinking with industry knowledge to offer solutions to some of the biggest problems you face.

People . . .

Sales Director Rich Burns and Marketing Director Dan Carrothers . . . together they've helped focus the efforts of Bayer Corporation Garden & Professional Care (GPC) on ensuring that our field force and our market managers have the industry insight, the product knowledge and the research support they need to respond quickly to the demands of the marketplace. And with the establishment of the Bayer Corporation GPC business unit in 1996, we made available to our managers, to our field representatives and to you — our customers — the worldwide resources of Bayer AG. As a result of this leadership and dedication to the turf and ornamental industry, we've been able to offer you more than just innovative products — we offer solutions.

Plus Experience . . .

And the reason we can bring you these solutions is simple. We recruit the best people from all levels of the business, so our field force has experience and technical knowledge unmatched among basic manufacturers. Our 30-plus field representatives and managers have an average of 13½ years experience providing the products and services that help build relationships and grow businesses. Many of our sales and development representatives have advanced technical degrees, so you know their recommendations are based on scientific data, not marketing trends. Research Product Manager Doug Spilker, Ph.D., has several years of research-related experience in the green industry. Turf and Ornamental Market Manager Neil Cleveland has more than a decade of experience in all levels of the business before joining Bayer Corporation GPC as a field sales representative. They know you need more than just effective products to make your business successful. With the resources of Bayer Corporation GPC behind them, they can provide you with the support programs, the sales and application training, the product information and the chemistry you need to manage your business and solve your problems.
But it's not just where our people come from that make the difference—it's what they do for you. We put people like Julie Spagnoli, Manager of Federal Regulatory Affairs, in Washington, D.C., to represent our interests and the interests of our customers to the EPA, as well as to key industry associations. Monty Eberhardt, Ph.D., Manager of Product Safety, works with agencies and associations on key issues such as the Food Quality Protection Act (FQPA). Together, they and their staffs provide you with more than products...they help give your industry a voice.

Successful product development combines technical knowledge with innovative problem solving. Using their knowledge, our products and the ability to creatively analyze a problem, Manager Bruce Monke, Ph.D., and the Research and Development Group have brought you solutions like imidacloprid, the market-leading active ingredient in many of our most successful products and formulations. When you needed alternative delivery methods for these products, we came up with turf and ornamental solutions like soil injection for MERIT® Insecticide. When our distributors needed to free up warehouse space and reduce inventory, our packaging technologies group brought out the BAYLETON® Fungicide and MERIT mini-drums. But innovation is an ongoing process, so Bruce and his group are always looking for the next new products, formulations and use methods that will continue our record of solving problems for the turf and ornamental industry.

Using the creativity of our people and the potential of our products to find innovative solutions—that's what we're about at the Garden & Professional Care unit of Bayer Corporation. If you need more than just effective products, we invite you to contact Bayer Corporation, Garden & Professional Care, (800) 842-8020. Together, we'll create a solution.
Bayer Corporation GPC is a proud member of these industry associations...

NATIONAL PEST MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION
PROFESSIONAL LAWN CARE ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA
GOLF COURSE SUPERINTENDENTS ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA
RESPONSIBLE INDUSTRY FOR A SOUND ENVIRONMENT
UNITED PRODUCERS FORMULATORS & DISTRIBUTORS ASSOCIATION

www.protect-your-turf.com
www.nobugs.com

Bayer Corporation
Garden & Professional Care
P.O. Box 4913
Kansas City, MO 64120
(800) 842-8020